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Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 
1. Theorems on linear programming and the minimax theorem will be 
proved here for matrices with complex elements generalizing the familiar 
real cases. 
An n x m matrix A with complex entries is called a complex matrix. 
Let iz* = ACT be the conjugate transpose of A. If a and b are column 
vectors with the same number of complex entries, then as usual 
and 
a-b=b*a= a,& 2 
In what follows it will be assumed that any argument can be assigned to 
the complex number 0. The complex form of Tucker’s Key Theorem [l] 
follows. Complex forms of other theorems follow from the Key Theorem as 
in the real case. 
THEOREM 1.1. Given complex vectors a(j), 1 < j < n, (each with the same 
number of entries) and real (Ye , 0 < ‘Y~ < n/2, 1 <j < n, then there exist 
complex numbers & and a complex vector w such that 
I arg 5i I ,< c4 , i<j,<n, (1-l) 
2 5P 0) = 0, 1 arg(w * u(j))1 < 5 - 0~3 , 1 <j<n (1.2) 
and 
Re(& + w * a(j)) > 0, 1 ,cj,<n. U-3) 
Moreover, if aj < 5712 and 
ij &=O then 1 arg w . a(j)I < rr - “$ . 2 (1.4) 
* Supported in part by the National Science Foundation GP2600 and by the 
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In case the a(j) are all real, then by taking the aj = 0 one obtains the 
original key theorem with w replaced by Re w. A similar remark applies to 
later theorems. 
Professor Ky Fan has kindly informed me that by using 2n-real space 
some of the results obtained here can be obtained as special cases of more 
generally formulated theorems of Duffin [2], Fan [3], Fenchel [4], and 
Kretschmer [5]. In particular the minimax Theorem 3.1 follows from 
results of Fan [6], Kakutani [7], Kneser [8], and Sion [9]. However the 
analytic approach used here, without recourse to considerations of separation 
of convex sets or fixed points theorem, appears to be novel. 
Taking the a(j) as the columns of a matrix A Theorem 1.1 can be reformu- 
lated as follows. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let A be a complex matrix with n columns and 01~ as above, 
Then there exist complex vectors 5, with entries & , and w such that 
A5 = 0 
I arg 5j I < aj 
1 arg(A*w)j / < ; - (yj 
Re(tj + (A*w)j) > 0, 1 <j<n. 
If one introduces the vector 01 with entries aj and the vector e with all 
entries 1 the above can also be written as 
I arg 5 I < a, 1 arg(A*w)j < i e - a:, 
Re(5 + A*w) > Oe. 
Where it will cause no confusion e will be omitted. Thus 0 < ~1 < n/2. 
REMARK. The theorems here are formulated for symmetric sectors. It is 
trivial to rotate these sectors. Indeed let $j be real and apply the above theorem 
to the vectors a(j)e*‘j to get 
2 [ja(j) = 0 
where cj = ljei’j so that 
I arg & - 4j I < OLj . 
Moreover, since 
arg(w . (Neidj)) = ar g( w . u(j)) - 4. 33 
1 arg(w * u(j)) - 4j 1 < 5 - aj . 
A similar remark applies to theorems that follow. 
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The proof of Theorem 1. I will be given in Section 4. A formulation of 
Farkas’ theorem in complex form follows. 
THEOREM 1.3. Given n complex vectors a(j), a complex vector c, and real 01, , 
0 < czj < r/2, suppose that for all vectors w for which 
I arg(w * a(‘))1 < i - ai , 1 <.<a, 
Re(w * c) > 0. 
Then there exist & , 1 arg cj / < cuj , such that 
C= c &a(j). 
(The converse is immediate). 
PROOF: By Theorem 1.1 the problem 
z z,a(j) - z~+~c = 0 , [a 
(n+l) = -cl, 
I arg zj I < aj , I arg%+l I < an+1 = 0, (so z,+, 3 O), 
j arg(w * a(i))\ < ” - 
2 ‘yj 7 
/ arg(- w . c)l < 5 
Re(z,+, - w * c) > 0 
has a solution z. If z,+i = 0 then 
Re(w * c) < 0 
which contradicts the hypothesis. Hence z,+r > 0 and setting Ci = zj/a,+i the 
theorem is proved. 
The nonhomogeneous form of Farkas’ theorem follows. 
THEOREM 1.4. Given n complex vectors a(j), complex vectors b and c, 
k a real scalar, and 0~~ , 0 < o+ < 7r/2, suppose that for all vectors w for which 
I arg(w * a (j) - bj)l < ; - 01~ , 1 <i<n, (1.5) 
it is the case that 
Re(w . c) 3 k. (1.6) 
Moreover, let (1.5) have at least one solution w = WI. Then there exists Jj , 
1 arg [j 1 < 013 , such that 
c= 2 Sja(j), Re 2 [,i;, > k. (1.7) 
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PROOF: The hypothesis guarantees that for all t > 0 
j arg(w * a (j) - b,t)[ < ; - a3 ) 1 <j<% 
arg t = 0, ( 




Re(w * c - kt) 2.0. 
Suppose the implication fails for some w = w with t = 0. Then 
(1.8) 
1 arg(w * ati)) < i - 01~) 1 <j<n 
while 
Re(w * c) < 0. (1.9) 
Consider now w = W’ + Xw with h > 0 which satisfies the hypothesis, so that 
Re(w * c) = Re(w’ . c) + X Re(w . c) > K. 
But as h + co the above is impossible because of (1.9). Hence the implication 
(1.8) is valid when t = 0 . Now apply Theorem 1.3 with w, a(j), and c re- 
placed by 
(T)v (f;) (-CR) 
respectively to get 
(%+1 = 7r/2). Since atn+l) = 0 and b,+, = - 1, 
Because Re cn+r > 0 the theorem now follows. 
Returning to Theorem 1.2 there occurs the equation A[ = 0. Suppose 
instead one has the inequality for Al 
or I arg A5 I < B. 
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One can replace this by an equation again by setting 
AC-s--O, ) arg sj j < /3$ . 
Incorporating this with / arg 5 / < 01 one is led to 
(A -- I) ( 5 j = 0 
%7(f) I d (ij. 
Using Theorem 1.2 with A replaced by (A - I) etc. one can adjoint to the 
above 
larg(fijwl <g-(i) 
Re(3 + A*w) > 0 
Re(s - w) > 0. 
Replacing w by --w and using s = A< the above yields the complex generali- 
zation of Tucker’s sharpened form of the Theorem of the Alternative: 
THEOREM 1.5. Given a complex n x m matrix A and real vectors (Y and p, 
0 < 01 < 7~12, 0 < /3 < n/2, then there exist vectors 5 and w such that 
I arg 5 I < 01 IargA51 <B (1.10) 
Iargwl G;---B I arg(-A*w)l < f  - 01 (1.11) 
Re([ - A*w) > 0, Re(AS + w) > 0. (1.12) 
Another easy corollary is a generalization of a result of Ben Israel [lo]. 
Let C” be the n dimensional complex space (ai , .a2 , . . . . a,). 
THEOREM 1.6. Let 01, 0 < 01 < ~12, be given. Let S and 3 denote the 
subspaces of Cn 
S : 1 arg z j < a; 9: IargzI <i-a. 
Let L be a given linear subspace of C” and LI the orthogonal complement. Then 
there exist vectors 
SELAS and [ELI~ 3 
such that 
Re(5 + g) > 0. (1.13) 
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PROOF: Let A* be a matrix with columns forming a basis for LI. Then 
A.z=o+z~L. 
Also the range of A* is LA. Using Theorem 1.2 there exists 5 E S such that 
A( = 0 which implies 5 EL and hence 5 EL r\ S. Also by Theorem 1.2 there 
exists w such that A*w E s”. Since the range of A* is LA, A*w ELI and so 
By Theorem 1.2, (1.13) holds and the proof is complete. 
2. Here linear programming will be treated. 
In case A* = -A (so A is n x n) and ,6 = r/2 - 01, Theorem 1.5 shows 
that given skew symmetric A and 01, 0 < 01 < ~r/2, there exist vectors 5 and 7 
I arg 5 I < 01, j arg T I 6 
I arg A5 I < f - a, I arg AT I 
Re(5 + AT) > 0, Re(AS 4 
Letting w = 5 + T this proves the following 
Theorem. 
<;- 
T) > 0. 
Skew-Symmetric Matrix 
THEOREM 2.1. If A* = -A and OL, 0 < 01 < 7r/2, are given there exists a 
vector w such that 
I arg w I < 4 IargAw( <i--a (2.1) 
Re(w + Aw) > 0. (2.2) 
Linear Programming Problem. Given a complex n x m matrix A, complex 
vectors b and c, and real vectors 01 and /I where 0 < (Y < 7r/2, 0 < jI < r/2, 
the problem is to find x, if there is any, such that 
and 
I arg 2 I < ~1, I arg(Az - 41 <B 
Re(z * c) is minimized. 
(2-3) 
A vector z which satisfies the constraints (2.3) is said to befeasible. A feasible 
vector 5, which solves the Problem in the sense that for all feasible x 
Re(z * c) > Re({ - c), 
is said to be optimalfeasible. 
409/14/I-4 
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Dual Problem. A, b, c, a: and /3 are as above. The probiem is to find w, 
if any, such that 
I arg w I < 5 ~ A / arg(-A*w -t- c)] <s - 01, (2.4) 
Re(w 3 b) is maximized. 
THEOREM 2.2. If  there is a feasible z satisfying (2.3) and if there is an 
M < CO such that 
Re(z * c) > -M 
for all feasible x, then there exists an optimal feasible vector 5 for the Linear 
Programming Problem. Moreover the Dual Problem also has an optimal feasible 
w and 
Re([ * c) = Re(w . b). 
A corollary of this theorem is 
(2.5) 
THEOREM 2.3. If  there is a feasible z satisfying (2.3) and also a feasible w 
satisfying (2.4) then there exist optimalfeasible 5 and w for each of the respective 
problems and (2.5) holds. 
LEMMA 2.1. If  x and w are feasible for the respective problems then 
Re(z . c) > Re(b * w). (2.6) 
PROOF: From (Ax . w) = (Z . A*w) follows 
x - (c - A*w) + (AZ - b) . w + b . w = 2:. c. 
For feasible z and w it follows from (2.3) and (2.4) that the real parts of the 
first two terms on the left above are nonnegative so that the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 2.2. If  the respective problems possess feasible f  and 6 for which 
Re(,Z . c) = Re(b * e?r) (2.7) 
then Z and rZ are optimal feasible. 
PROOF: By (2.6) with w = ~5, and for any feasible x, Re(z * c) 3 Re(b * 6) 
and hence by (2.7) 
Re(z . c) > Re(f * c) 
so that I is optimal. A similar treatment shows ~5 is optimal. 
In view of (2.6) the condition (2.7) is satisfied if one requires 
Re[(b . w) - (z * c)] > 0 
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or equivalently 
1 arg[(b * w) - (x * c)] 1 < 7r/2. cw 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2. An attempt is made to incorporate the 
inequality (2.8) with (2.3) and (2.4) by requiring 
(2.9) 




b** -$ -J (,)I G ($;c+ 
(2.10) 
The inequality (2.8) is the last row of (2.10). If t > 0, it can be taken as 1 
with no restriction. 
The matrix in (2.10) is skew symmetric. Applying Theorem 2.1 there 
exists w’, z’, t’ such that (2.9) and (2.10) hold and also 
Re(Az’ - bt’) + Re w’ > 0 
Re(--A*w’ + ct’) + Re z’ > 0 
Re(b * w’ - c . x’) + t’ > 0 (2.11) 
of which only the last is needed. 
It will be shown t’ > 0. Assume t’ = 0. Then (2.11) implies that 
Re(b * w’) > Re(c * z’) (2.12) 
and (2.9) and (2.10) imply 
I arg AZ’ I < 8, 1 arg 2’ 1 < 01 (2.13) 
1 arg(--A*w’)] < f - 01, 1 arg w’ ] < i - j?. (2.14) 
By hypothesis there is a feasible vector f. If X > 0 it follows from (2.13) 
that I + Xz’ is also feasible. Hence for /\ > 0 
Re[c . (2 + &z’)] 3 -M. 
But this requires that Re(c * a’) 3 0. Hence by (2.12) 
Re(b * w’) > 0. (2.15) 
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Since AZ * w’ = .E . A*w’ 
(AZ ~ 6) . W’ i- b . 70’ = 5 . A*w’. 
Taking the real part of the above and using (2.3) for 2 and (2.14) it follows that 
Re(b . w’) < 0 
which contradicts (2.15). H ence t’ > 0 and so can be taken as 1. Thus by (2.9) 
and (2.10) a’ and 20’ are feasible. By (2.10) 
Re(b * w’ - c . z’) > 0. 
Combining with Lemma 2.1 
Reb.w’==Rec.a’ 
and so by Lemma 2.2, z’ = 5 and w’ = w are optimal and the theorem is 
proved. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.3. Let ZZ be the feasible vector. By Lemma 2.1 
for all feasible z 
Re(x * c) > Re(b * 6). 
Taking --M = Re(b . G), the requirement of Theorem 2.2 is met and the 
proof is complete. 
3. Here a minimax theorem will be proved. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let C be a given complex n x m matrix and 01 and /3 given 





m$n m;x Re(T*Cf) = m;x rn9 Re(q*C[). (3.3) 
To prove this theorem the following result is required. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let A > 0 be a given positive’ real n x m matrix. Let B be a 
give-n complex matrix. Let 0 < 01 < 7~12 and 0 < /3 < ~12 be given. Let e be a 
generic column vector with all entries 1. (The number of entries in e is ascertain- 
able only from the way it is used and hence it may represent different vectors.) 
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Then for some real k = k,, there is always a solution z = 5, w = w, t and s, 
the latter two being scalars, satisfying 
I ( arg kAe$ B -J( ;)I d (“‘“, 3 





PROOF: Applying Theorem I.5 with A replaced by 
( kA-B -e e* 0 1 
and other obvious modifications shows that there is a solution z, t, w, s 
satisfying (3.4), (3.6), and (3.7), (b u no necessarily (3.5)), and also (using the t t 
last row of (3.6) and (3.7)) 
Re[z - (kA* - B*)w - es] > 0 (3.8) 
Ret+zwj>O (3.9 
Re[w + (RA - B)z - et] > 0 (3.10) 
Res+zzj>O. (3.11) 
For large positive k, since a, /3 < ~12, Re s, t > 0, and A* > 0, (3.8) shows 
one can assume 
l=&>~w&O (3.12) 
Similarly for k sufficiently negative 
l=~wj>~~i>o (3.13) 
If the lemma is faise let k, be the g.1.b. of k for which (3.12) holds. Thus for a 
nonincreasing sequence k(i), i 3 1, k(i) --f k, as i + co, there exists z(i), 
t(i), w(i) and s(i) also satisfying (3.12). Since a, fl < r/2, (3.12) shows z(i) 
and w(i) are compact. If all & = 0 then (3.6) shows one can take t real and 
then one can assume 0 f t < 1. If at least one ~3~ > 0 then 
I arg[((kA - B)z(~))~ - t(i)]) < t - & = 0 -c z . 
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Hence 
I((kA - B).z(i)), -- t(i)1 ,< Re[((kA - B)z(~))~ - t(i)] set 6 
< Re((kA - B)z(~))~ set 8 
Hence 
1 t(i)\ < I((kA - B)z(i)), 1 + Re((kA - @z(i)), set 0. 
Since z(i) is compact so is t(z). Similar reasoning applies to s(i). Hence there 
exist {‘, w’, I, , s1 for k = k, also satisfying (3.12). Since w = z = 0 is impos- 
sible, (3.13) holds for k < k, and letting k + k, gives c”, w”, t, , ss for which 
(3.13) holds. By (3.12) and (3.13) 
p;~oJ;-~ii”~“;>o 
and so there exists c, > 0, ca > 0 such that 
5 = 4 ‘r 4’7 6J = cp’ + czw”, t = CA + cd, 3 
s = clsl + cara also satisfy (3.5) proving the lemma. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1. By (3.1) and (3.2) the domain of 5, r] is compact. 
Hence since 
f(E, 4 = Wrl*W 
is continuous its extremes in the domain exist. Define 
Let t’,?’ and E”, T” be vectors such that 
kg”) = f(t’, 7’) = m g(q) =.f(t”, 7”) = M. 
Then 
m = I@‘) = m;xf(F, 7) 2.0s’~ 7) 
for any admissible 7. Also 
M = g(q) = mpf(t, 7”) Gf(5971”) 
for any admissible 6. Hence m > j(t’, 7”) 3 M and so 
m > M. (3.14) 
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Let E be a matrix with all entries 1. By Lemma 3.1 with A = E and B = C 
there exists k,, , 5, and w and t and s all satisfying (3.4)-(3.7) so that 
I arg[(-k& + C*)W - es]) \( g - r~. 
Hence for any 71 satisfying (3.1) 
Re{v*[(k,E - C){ - et]} > 0 
and by (3.2), ale = 1 so since Re t 3 0, 
By (3.5) Et = e and so T*E( = 1. Thus 
Choose 7 to maximizef([, 7). Then 
k, 3 Re(v*CS) = h(5) > m. 
Hence m < k, . In the same way M > k, . By (3.14) this shows m = M, 
(and also m = M = k,), which proves the theorem. 
4. Here the Key Theorem 1.1 (and Theorem 1.2), will be proved. A 
result which has already been used and will be used in the following is 
LEMMA 4.1. If x1 and z2 are complex numbers and 
I arg x1 I < a < i , I arg zz I < a 
then 
I arg(zl + 41 < a. 
Ifq #Oand 
Ia%% <a, I arg z2 I < a: 
then 
I wh t x2)1 < CL 
The proof will be omitted. 
LEMMA 4.2. For the vectors a(j) of Theorem 1.1 let the maximum number 
of nonvanishing xj in any equation 
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be m. For m < n renumber the vectors a(j) so that for some zj’, 1 < j < m, 
3 xj’a(j) = 0 , i argzj’ 1 < 01~) I xjl j > 0. 
j=l 
Then for every equation 
it follows that 
$ xjaCi) = 0, / arg zj j < 01~~ 
xj = 0, m<j<n, 
PROOF: Suppose (4.3) does not hold for zj = +“. Consider for A 
sum of (4.1) and X times (4.2) 





> 0 the 
(4.4) 
Then for small enough A, 1 zi’ + AZ; 1 > 0 and so equation (4.4) has more 
than m nonvanishing .zi which is impossible. 
First a restricted form of Theorem 1.1 will be proved with (1.3) replaced by 
I & 1 + Re(w * a(j)) > 0. (4.5) 
PROOF OF RESTRICTED FORM OF THEOREM 1.1: If in Lemma 4.2 m = n 
then (4.5) is true with w = 0 so only the case m < n need be treated. It will 
be assumed the a(j) are numbered as in Lemma 4.2. 
The proof will be carried out for m > 0. If m = 0 there are some obvious 
major simplifications. Let 
J(z) = z zja(j) - 2 z,a(j) 3 0 
where zi = xj + iyj , 
I arg 3 I < clj 1 djdn, (4.6) 
Since a, < p/2 the xj > 0. Subject to the above constraints let g.1.b. for 
I be JO. 
Let E > 0. Then of course there exists z satisfying (4.6) and (4.7) such that 
J(4 G Jo + E. (4.8) 
Subject to (4.6)-(4.8) let 
g.1.b. 2 ( zi I = S(E). 
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Thus there is a sequence {.G} such that 
Hence (.@)} is compact as k - 03. Thus a subsequence of {.@)) exists which 
converges to Z:(C) which satisfies (4.6)-(4.8) and such that the minimum 
2 I %(e)l = 44 (4.9) 
is attained. 
Suppose as E -+ 0, S(E) is not bounded. Let {Q} be a sequence such that 
Ed + 0 as k -+ co and S(Q) + co. Since 
(4.10) 
it follows that Z(Q)/ s E ( k) is compact as k -+ co. Hence there exists b such that 
z(E~)/s(E~) -+ b for some subsequence of {Q} which can again be called 
{d BY (4.10) 
2 1 bj / = 1 (4.11) 
and z = b also satisfies (4.6). 
Dividing (4.8) for z = Z(Q) by S”(Q) and letting k + 00 gives 
All b, = 0, j > m, since otherwise Lemma 4.2 would be violated. (Hence if 
m = 0 all b, = 0 which contradicts (4.11) and shows at once S(E) is bounded.) 
Let m, of the bj # 0. Then by (4.11), 0 < m, < m. Permuting the vectors 
&) , j < m, it can be assumed 
3 
z: 
Q(j) = 0, bj # 0, j < ml (4.12) 
1 
while bj = 0, j > ml . 
Let 
which implies 
Then by (4.12) 
zj’(ck) = .Zj(ek) - &+)bj 




It will be shown that for large k 
c I $Y%)l < S(fk) (4.15) 
I arg 3’(Q d 9 (4.16) 
which contradicts the minimum property of s(E,J and hence leads to the 
boundedness of S(E) as E ---f 0. (That Z’(Q) satisfies (4.7) is obvious from (4.14).) 
Let 
rj(qJ = .zj(Ek) - S(EJbj 1 <<j<:. (4.17) 
Given 6 > 0 
I ri(%)l d 6 4%) 1 <j<?Z (4.18) 
for sufficiently large R. From (4.13) 
Xj’(qJ = &&)bj + Tj(qJ. (4.19) 
By (4.11) and (4.18) this gives 
If 6 < 1/(2n) this gives (4.15) and it remains to prove (4.16) for Z’(Q). For 
j > m, this follows from (4.14). For j < m, , consider first the case 
/ arg bi 1 < q . Then (4.6) follows for .~‘(EJ from (4.19) and (4.18) as 
k + co. If cq = 0 then 
arg Zj(ck) = 0, arg bj = 0 
and so by (4.17) 
arg rj(ek) = 0 or 7~. 
Hence by (4.19), arg .zj’(ek) = 0 for large k because of (4.18). 
Suppose that arg c+ # 0 and arg bi = 01~ . Then since arg Ej(+) Q 01~ , 
(4.13) implies 
arg a+‘(~~) < o+ . 
On the other hand, from (4.19), given 6, > 0, for large k 
arg .+‘(E~) 3 aj - 6, . 
If arg b+ = -0~~ a similar proof is valid. Hence the contradiction (4.15), 
(4.16) has been established and so S(E) is bounded as E -+ 0. 
This means 
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is uniformly bounded as E --+ 0 and so Z(E) is compact. Thus there exists f 
such that x = I satisfies (4.6) and (4.7) and 
(4.20) 
It is the case that 
Jo >O. (4.21) 
Indeed J,, = 0 would imply 
and because of (4.7) not all Zj , j > m, are zero which contradicts Lemma 4.2. 
Let z satisfy (4.6) and (4.7) and let 0 < E < 1. Then by the minimum 
property of J,, , 
Setting 
this gives 
Re (W * 2 aj,(“) - Jo + O(E) > 0. 
Letting E --+ 0 
Re (W * 2 ,a”‘) > Jo > 0. 
Let a, = 0,j # K > m. Then by (4.22) 
Re(&w * afk)) > 0. 
If cu, < 7r/2 let 
zk = 1 ei9 set a , j , e-+ set aj 
respectively to get 
(4.22) 
(4.23) 
Re w . a(*) > 0 k>m (4.24) 
( arg w * 01 < i - a* . (4.25) 
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If a,, = 7r,l2 let 0 < 0 < rr/2 
xk r= 1, eiQ set 0 e-l8 set 0 
respectively to prove (4.24) again and 
/ arg(w . u(‘~))I < ; ~--- 0 
for all 0 < 7rj2 and hence 
ar& * a,) = 0, (Yk = 7712. 
This proves (4.5) for j > m and also proves (1.4). 
For k < m let xi = 0, j # k, and j < m. Then by (4.22) 
[ 
n 
Re QJJ * utk) + 2 fp * a’j’ 1 > 0. m+l 
Since this is true no matter how large 1 zB 1 is, 
Re (& w * @)) >, 0. 
Letting xk = 1, efirrK there follows 
1argw.a I 2 UC) < “_ - Rk l<k<m 
and 
Rew . u(k) 3 0 l<k<m. (4.26) 
Since by Lemma 4.2 there exists x’, xj’ # 0 for 1 <j < m, it follows in 
taking 5 = z’ and using (4.26) that (4.5) holds for j < m. This completes 
the proof of the restricted form of the theorem. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1: From the restricted form just proved follows 
immediately the restricted form of Theorem 1.2 with 
151 +ReA*w>O. (4.27) 
Let the n vectors of a(j) form the columns of a matrix A. Now consider the 
linear subspace L of P spanned by the rows of A. Let the rows of a matrix B 
consist of a set of vectors spanning the orthogonal complement of L. Then 
AB* = 0. 
Applying the restricted form of Theorem 1.2 to B with 3 replaced by 
7rl2 - 01 there exist complex vectors 5 and 7 such that 
B[ = 0, I arg 5 I <” - 01, 2 I arg B*T I < a 
(4.28) 
1 5 I + Re B*r] > 0. (4.29) 
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But Bf = 0 means f* is orthogonal to the row space of B and hence lies in L. 
Since L is spanned by the rows of A there exists ki such that 
[*=i3A 
or setting i3* = wn 
c$ = A*w”. 
Let 5” = B*q. Then since AB* = 0, A[” = 0. 
By (4.28) and (4.29) 5” and W” satisfy 




z: lti a - 0, 
” (i) - I arg lj” I < 9, 
/ arg wH . a(i)l < ? - 4 
2 
Re(&” + I w” * a(j)/) > 0. 




By Lemma 4.2, &” = 0, j > m. 
The vectors [ and w satisfving the restricted form of Theorem 1.1 will from 
here on be called 5’ and w’. Let 
5 = 1’ + A[” w = WI + hw” 
where h > 0 is chosen small enough so no & = 0 forj < m. Since &’ = &” -= 0, 
j > m, it follows that & = 0, j > m. If 0~~ < 7rr/2 then (4.5) implies 
Re(&’ + w’ . a(j)) > 0. 
In view of (4.32) this implies (1.3). Next let cq .= z-/2. Then by (4.30) 
arg wn . a’j’ = 0 
and so (4.31) implies 
Re(&” + w” * a(i)) > 0. 
Since (4.32) holds also for (if and wi’, (1.3) follows again. 
Only (1.4) remains to be proved. 
For j > m and CQ < n/2, 
Rew’. a(j) > 0, / arg w’ . a’j’l < ‘2 - aj 
2 
by the restricted theorem. Since (4.30) holds, (1.4) now follows. 
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